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Abstract

Although abnormal events in an audio stream are by their
nature hard to define, a continuous monitoring of audio
surveillance data can detect crucial information in, e.g.,
train engines that might require critical maintenance. Our
method detects abnormal events without being trained on
a certain situation, by building a model of the expected
sound environment given a continuously adapting history
of past audio material within a limited time interval. We
evaluate the precision of this method on recordings from
train rides.

1 Introduction

Especially for heavy-duty engines emitting certain kinds
of sounds, continuous monitoring for abnormal events of
pre-installed audio surveillance can submit crucial infor-
mation for an early maintenance. This holds true espe-
cially for public transport, where newly introduced brands
of tires or damaged tracks often produce abnormal sounds
long before being noticed, and where an in-time mending
of broken components could prevent both minor damages
and major desasters. However, the sounds produced by
different types of engines are as heterogeneous as are their
accompanied sound situations. A suitably-tailored solution
for each and every scenario is not always feasible.

In this paper, we present a procedure for continuous
abnormal event detection in an audio stream which does
not require special training material to define its events.
Rather, it constantly builds up a theory of surrounding
sounds and noises and compares newer audio fragments
with an adaptive history.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we re-
view existing techniques on audio event detection. In Sec-
tion 3, we present our technique of uninformed abnormal
event detection. Section 4 describes the data that we used
for evaluation, and Section 5 presents the outcome of our
experiments. We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Related Work

In many applications, abnormal event recognition still has
to be performed by human listeners. Any approach helping
to significantly reduce the amount of data to be inspected
by humans is of great help.

Systematic technical solutions exist only for pre-de-
fined sounds or sound classes, such as gun shots [1]. Mod-
els for these sounds have to be learned from training data
which often leads to implicit modeling of the background
sounds of the domain of the training data and therefore re-
stricts generalisation capabilities. Typical models in this
context include Gaussian mixture models and hidden Mar-
kov models [2, 3].

Approaches for abnormal audio event detection with-
out prior knowledge of the abnormal sounds typically need

training data to describe the whole range of sounds which
are to be classified as normal [4].

The few existing entirely uninformed approaches are
based on support vector machine novelty detection [5]. Cur-
rent approaches typically have to be adjusted significantly
for even slight changes in the application domain or the
recording equipment.

The public transport domain has been identified before
as an important field of application for abnormal event de-
tection [6, 7].

3 Abnormal event detection from au-

dio

While public transport is full of noise which does not carry
crucial information, other noise that deviates from the usual
background may indicate damage on roads, tracks, or en-
gines. Statistics on such abnormal audio events can point
public transport managers to parts of their infrastructure
that need repair or improvement. Ideally, audio event de-
tection can point out problems at such an early stage that
accidents can be prevented long before they would have
occurred. In the following, we describe a model-free al-
gorithm for abnormal event detection from audio based on
adaptive dictionary learning.

In order to find abnormal sounds, we follow an ap-
proach that is based on constantly learning a representation
of the acoustic situation in a past time interval and trying
to explain the current acoustic situation based on a spectral
dictionary derived from this data as well as possible (see
Figure 1). If there is considerable energy left in the signal
that cannot be explained from the dictionary, this will be
classified as an abnormal event and reported.

More formally, we model our approach as follows.
First, we fix a dictionary size s. This is the number of
spectral vectors to be used in the dictionary. Moreover, we
choose a history length h, giving the number of spectral
vectors preceding each position in an audio file. This his-
tory is used to learn an updated dictionary for each position
in the audio by performing s-means clustering on it. Each
cluster centre forms one entry in the dictionary. The latter

is represented by a matrix D ∈ R
s×b, consisting of s rows

each of which contains a cluster centre. From the audio
spectrum, we choose b Mel scaled bands. The cluster cen-
tres from the previous time step are used to initialise the
clustering in the next step in order to track the acoustic sit-
uation. After the dictionary is learned, it is used to describe
the current analysis interval of the audio stream consisting

of k vectors of Mel bands given by a matrix V ∈R
k×b. We

find a matrix W of weights such that WD+E =V where E
is an error matrix and the weights W are chosen such that
the norm ‖V −WD‖2 of E is minimised. The row vectors
w of W are found from the row vectors v of V by minimis-
ing the norm of each individual row vector e of E:

w = argmin
x

‖v− xD‖2
2,



Figure 1: Overview of the event detection process. The
spectrogram in each analysis interval is modelled by an
adaptive dictionary. Events are detected based on the en-
ergy in the residual left by describing the analysis interval
by the dictionary.

subject to the condition that the components of w are non-
negative. This reduces to an ordinary least squares prob-
lem:

w = argmin
x
(xDD⊤x⊤−2vD⊤x⊤).

It can be solved by applying constrained quadratic pro-
gramming with respect to x implying the non-negative con-
straint. Now the resulting w is a sparse vector of the weights
for each dictionary entry from D.

Finally, each position in the audio stream is mapped to
an error vector, i.e., a column of E. Each column is fur-
ther reduced to a single number by computing its ℓ1-norm.
Further, the harmonic spectral spread (HSS) of the error
signal is computed. The harmonic spectral spread S of a
row vector v = (v0, . . . ,vb−1) of V is defined as follows:

S =

√

√

√

√
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∑
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where fn is the centre frequency of bin n. Larger values for
HSS indicate that the energy in the residual covers a signif-
icant amount of the entire mel spectrum rather than some
specific frequency band. Abnormal event detection is then
performed by peak picking on a resulting sequence of num-
bers given as a weighted sum of these two measures. This
sequence will be further referred to as detection function.

4 Data

Audio data from public transport is hard to obtain via trans-
port providers. We therefore used the opportunity to col-
lect data from various means of public transport used by
one of the authors on his daily commute to and from work.
On a route of about 75 km we collected synchronised au-
dio recordings and GPS data. Audio recordings were con-
ducted using a mobile recorder standing on the floor, close
to the engine level of the train. By wrapping the recorder
inside a backpack, it was ensured that utterances from fel-
low travelers are too muffled to be intelligible, in order to
avoid privacy concerns. GPS data was logged synchro-
nously. Each recording contains approximately 2 hours
and includes bus, tram and train commutes. On the content

Figure 2: Visualising events on a map. Based on syn-
chronous recording of audio and GPS data, the events can
be localised. Map material (c) Microsoft Corp.

Figure 3: Example of a residual spectrogram and the de-
tection function. Events are detected by thresholding this
detection function.

level, the data contains a wide variety of acoustic events in-
cluding engine and vibrational noise, (muffled) utterances
from fellow travelers and public announcements of stops
and connection options, as well as background noises like
ambulance alarms.

Synchronous recording of audio and GPS data allows
to visualise events on a map. Figure 2 shows an example
of a combined visualisation and playback system.

5 Experiments

The parameters in the above algorithm have been chosen
as follows. The dictionary consists of s = 5 vectors with
b = 24 Mel bands and a cutoff frequency of 2500 Hz. The
history size used to learn the dictionary consists of a num-
ber h of spectral vectors amounting to 100 seconds of au-
dio. The window size w of the analysis interval is chosen
such that it amounts to 0.5 seconds of audio. This is also
the step size of the algorithm, i.e., a decision whether or
not an abnormal event is happening is taken every 0.5 sec-
onds. These parameters have been found experimentally
on a development set. With these settings, the algorithm
runs in real-time.

Tests have been performed on recordings from three
consecutive days on the same train route. Each record-
ing lasts for about 16 minutes. It is difficult to get a com-
plete ground truth annotation for this kind of data. We have
therefore followed an approach that gives an impression of
the precision of our algorithm. However, an exact judge-
ment of the recall cannot be made, yet.

We have first run the event detector on the data and
then annotated all events reported by the algorithm. Here,



Table 1: Event classes detected in the test set and their
relevance for the application scenario.

Event Relevant

Acceleration yes
Announcement yes
Bridge yes
Change in sound of tracks yes
Click yes
Cough no
Deceleration yes
Doors yes
Engine yes
Laughter no
Noise no
Standing yes
Steps no
Tunnel yes

an event is characterised by a time interval in which the
detection function is above a fixed threshold found on a
development set. An example for this thresholding is given
in Figure 3. A human annotator has listened to all these
portions of the audio data and has described the contents of
such portions by an event name. Table 1 gives a list of all
event names that have been attributed to the detected events
and states whether or not we judge them as relevant for a
public transport scenario. The guiding principle in this has
been that only those events may be interesting for public
transport management that come from either the train or
the supporting infrastructre such as tracks. Most of the
events that we regard irrelevant are caused by passengers.
These could be avoided entirely by a different placing of
the microphone.

Based on this annotation, we have counted the number
of events per recording and compared those to the num-
ber of relevent events, giving the precision of our method
on this data set. Each portion of the audio in which the
detection function is steadily above the threshold has been
counted as an event and has been annotated by an event
name. Due to the nature of our algorithm, the beginning
of an event is marked by changes in the acoustic situation:
the current spectrogram cannot be well predicted by the
previous spectral vectors anymore. The end of an event
may have two different causes. First, an event may end
because its sound ceases to be physically present. Second,
the algorithm may become accustomed to the event. As
an example, when a train enters a tunnel, the sound scene
changes accordingly. This is recognised by the algorithm
because the new spectrogram cannot be explained by spec-
tral vectors from earlier in the recording where the train
has not been in the tunnel. If the train stays in the tunnel
sufficiently long, considerable parts of the history used to
learn the dictionary will contain the sound characteristic of
the tunnel. This will make it possible to explain this sound
from the history. Thus, even though the tunnel sound may
persist, it has become normal and is no longer reported as
an abnormal event. In this way, the size of the history in-
fluences what is detected as an event and when a persistant
event is no longer detected.

Table 2 gives an overview of the number of events de-
tected in the data set and the number of relevant events. In

Table 2: Number of events and relevant events detected
per recording in the test set.

Recording Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Number of events 100 103 108
Relevant events 92 73 83
Precision 92% 70% 76%

each of the recordings the algorithm has detected about 100
events of which between 70% and 92% were confirmed to
be relevant. This gives a mean alarm rate of one alarm in
every 10 seconds. In total, over three days, 79% of the
events detected in the test set are relevant. This shows,
that the algorithm has good precision. Qualitative listen-
ing tests show that recall is also high but this cannot be
quantified, yet.

6 Conclusion

We have provided first promising results for an uninformed
abnormal event detection procedure that does not rely on
suitably tailored training material but rather operates on an
adaptive fixed-size history of an audio stream. In its cur-
rent state, the algorithm allows to detect abnormal events
in a train with rather high precision.

Giving an alarm every 10 seconds in average, the alarm
rate is too high to be used as direct feedback for a hu-
man surveillance operator. Therefore, in a next step, we
plan to correlate the events with position information de-
rived from GPS data, in order to accumulate evidence from
several sources. This has the advantage that known event
sources like tunnels or train stops can be identified as such
and human operators can easily focus on relevant places or
track segments. Already, we can robustly derive the loca-
tions of train stops automatically from the sound of closing
doors accumulated from multiple rides on the same route.
By placing the microphone in a more suitable position for
infrastructure monitoring, events generated due to sounds
from passengers can be avoided completely.

Beyond this, relevance feedback can be incorporated to
reduce the number of events not indicating issues with the
transport infrastructure. On the one hand, this allows to
train model-based event recognisers for irrelevant events.
On the other hand, using example-based or model-based
approaches can facilitate finding more events of a specific
type that have once been reported by the event recognition
algorithm.

Finally, our method is entirely generic. Thus it would
be very interesting to evaluate its behaviour in other appli-
cation domains.
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